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You are invited to attend an excursion to

TV Moore: With Love & Squalor

Thursday 1" October 2015
Part of ACCA's annual Influential Australian Artist program, With Love & Squalor brings

together recent and new works from this celebrated New York based artist, using
animation and sound as a central theme.

Timothy Vernon Moore, better known as TV Moore, was born in Canbera,
Australia, n I97 4. He completed a Bachelor of Fine Ar! from the Sydney, College

of the Arts, University of Sydney, and in 2006 completed a Masters of Fine

Art at the California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) in Los Angeles, USA.

mage TV Moore

Curatori al Rationale
TV Moore's exhibition at the Australian Centre of Contemporary Nt, With Love

& Sgualor,marks the artist's first major solo exhibition in Melbourne. The exhibition
is a result of an invitation from ACCA's former Artistic Director Juliana

Engberg, to develop a new body of work to be presented across all of ACCA's
galleries. With Love & Sgua/or is part of ACCA's annual lnfluential Australian
Artist program, and brings together a combination of TV Moore's recent and

new works.
ln this exhibition TV Moore presents a wide range of work and focuses on

animation as a central theme. Using exhibition design as a sculptural medium,
Moore has transformed ACCA's galleries into 'a unique, tactile and immersive
environment.'(TV Moore) By altering the space architecturally, Moore creates

a holistic and all consuming installation. These architectural interventions
include building new entrances, walls and an archway that the viewer can walk

through. Moore has also applied architectural finishes to the gallBry spaces
such as tiling, foam soundproofing, carpeting, and bright paint finishes to the

walls, floors and ceilings.
lncluded in this exhibition are Moore's unique photographic paintings, as

well as several video, animation and sound works. TV Moore has approached
the entirety of ACCA's gallery spaces as one installation, and considers all

artworks as connected to each other. Colour and sound bleed from space to
space, and whilst viewing one work, the viewer cannot escape the surrounding

works. TV Moore describes this process as a 'holistic approach to exhibition
making', and says that he is not interested in manipulating a specific response

from the viewer. lnstead Moore presents an immersive and unique environment
where meaning is open-ended and nothing is impossible.
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